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ALUMNI COFFEE HOUR
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After Exam Nightmares"

BY DIANE BANNER

A brief backward look at the class of 1967 reveals many things.
How well we remember a warm September Sunday morning in
1963 when we became official members of the Aggie family. The
frustrations of Orientation Week still linger in the corners of our
minds. At the time, A&T College seemed to be a composition of
lines, lines, lines, and more lines.
We remember a beginning class of approximately 900 greenhorns who had set high aspirations and goals. We were determined
to become teachers, physicists, social workers, nurses, secretaries,
and other professionals. The frustrations seemed well worth our
time. A&T appeared to be a maize, and we were caught in it. We
could hot see our way out of it, so we stayed on as members of
Aggieland.
Many of us were away from home for the first time; therefore,
it took some time for us to adjust to life on a college campus.
Sharing a room with a stranger did not seem the ideal situation.
In spite of the many trials, tribulations, and frustrations, most
of us successfully completed our freshman year. The hard knocks
had begun to mold our personalities.
As sophomores, we looked down at the freshmen. We overlooked the fact that we had just crossed that part of the bridge. In
short, we were the "wise fools." We had learned to accept A&T
with its lines. In fact, we had learned to love and cherish the old
place.
By the time we were juniors, we felt bigger than the seniors.
With only one more year ahead of us, we strove harder to occupy
the seats of the seniors.
Now that we occupy the coveted title as "seniors," we are
hesitant about entering the world as professionals. Our years here
at A&T will be put away in our collection of lasting memories.
There are those of us who aspire to obtain higher degrees, and
there are those of us who will stop here. No matter where we go or
what we do, the memory of dear A&T will always linger.
Yes, we are on the bridge of life. We have gone half the
distance. We look back and see how far we've come. Then, we look
ahead and see just how far we have to go. Many of us will fall off
the bridge, but many of us will succeed in crossing it successfully
We are eagerly awaiting graduation day, for we realize that
our efforts have not been futile. We leave many well wishes to
those of you who remain. We ask only that you remember the good
things about us. When we reunite, we hope to be doctors, lawyers,
teachers, ministers, engineers, nurses, and other personalities whom
A&T can be proud of.

LETTER

TO

EDITOR

The Union: "A New Horizon"

that A&T has to offer its students.
Editor of The Register:
I have a bona fide belief that this
It seems to be the general con- is also the same feeling other Agsent of the Student Body that our gies have.
I further believe that we, as Agnew Union is a building that all
past, present, and future Aggies gies, will demonstrate our true
can really be proud of and ap- admiration by taking extraordinarily good care of the union. We
preciate.
After discussing the construction will show evidence by using the
of the Union with a number of floor mats before entering; we will
Former Register staff members, as usual, continued to manifest an students, only a very small minori- show evidence by n o t dropping
interest in the college newspaper as well as in the affairs of the entire ty expressed complaints or criti- trash on the floors; we will show
cisms. By a very large majority evidence by not using the staircollege this year.
Tommy C. Gaddie (editor, 1961-53), who launched The Register as a the students seem to feel that the ways as lovers' lanes; we will show
weekly publication, stopped by during the Christmas holidays and con- newly-erected Union is a "New evidence by supporting the Union
tinues to keep in touch by telephone each month. Now a trainee in the Horizon" for A&T College, and thai spiritually and financially; and we
General Electric managerial program in Massachusetts, Gaddie, this it should certainly attract many will show evidence of our appreciation by not using the meditation
year, offers two awards ($25.00 savings bonds) to engineering majors who new students next fall.
Just what is the Memorial Union? room to browse through magazines
are me'm'bers of The Register staff.
A mechanical engineering major, Gaddie has chosen to call his award? I don't think any one person can or hold "on the spot" jam sessions.
Yes, I, too, can envision o u r
The Paul V. Jewell Journalism awards in memory of the professor who really define it or the way in which
"taught me more than was in the textbooks."
the students accept it. To some, it Memorial Union as a "New HoriCary P. BeU (editor, 1963-64 and more recently editor of Employee may be just a large canteen; to zon" for A&T. I must add, also,
Bulletin, a United States Civil Service Commission publication, Washing others it may be a place to subton, D. C.) was "official" photographer for The Register during A&T's stitute for the "block" or dormi- that while we all are very proud ol
the Union and its features which
homecoming. His best picture was one of Dr. L. C. Dowdy — open mouth tory on week-ends.
and all.
Still others may see it as being are rated as fine as any features
Former business managers also were in evidence. Spurgeon Cameron everything a student in college in other Student Unions on the
(business manager, 1958-59) and his charming wife Marian not only could ask for in the form of rec- campuses of southern universities
visited in Greensboro and A&T in October; they insisted on making a reation. But to me, the Union is
night visit to the office just to look at bound volumes of the newspaper.
all of these things and more. To and colleges, we can not stop here.
It was Mrs. Cameron's first visit to A&T, but she appeared to be me it is pride and joy, joy in the If we are to be distinguished, we
a seasoned Aggie.
morning, joy at noon, joy at night, must never start and stop, but we
Cameron reflected his continued interest in the staff by sending a and joy any other time I stop to must keep pressing on until we
check — "my contribution to a Register Banquet. Hope you can have think that I no longer have to be
something — even a party." (Sorry, Spurg. Fate was against us, but ashamed to introduce a visiting reach the top.
Willie A. Drake
friend to the recreational facilities
(CONTINUED ON PAGE 16)
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189 March For B. S. Degrees Sunday
The office of admissions lists 189
prospective undergraduates to receive the Bachelor of Science degree on June 4. The School of Agriculture heads the list with 65. It is
followed by the schools of Education ; nd General Studies, Engineering, Nursing, and Industries with
60, 47, 11 and 6, respectively.
Prospective graduates from the
School of Agriculture include Martha Bell, Barbara Blackmon, Linda
Blackmon, Robert Boykin, Ruth
Brower, Isaac Burnett, Jr., Nathaniel Butler, Tylea Dalton, Carle
Hall, Veronica Harris, Harriett N.
Holley, Cynthia Johnson, Leroy
Johnson, Charles Hodge, Mandaline Jones, James T. Jones, General T. Little, Jimmy B. Looper,
Walker McAdoo, William Magee,
Ronald Meares, Mary Oliver, Isaiah
Phillips, Moselle Russell Rice, Jul»

ills Ross, and Wayne G. Wood, biology.
Others include William C. Barnes,
Bernard Stephen, Willie R. Bunch,
John Ingram, Winston Leonard,
Johnnie J. Peterkin, and Clinton K.
Turner,
agricultural
education.
Home economics majors include
Joanne Jessup Falls, Mary Kennedy, Mary Lowe, Sandra Martin,
Marcia Nunn, Celia Pilson, Neater
Pope, Emma Spruill, and Sylvia
Taylor - Jones.
Clothing graduates include Marilyn Berryman, Dorothy McBroom,
Willie McKoy, and Ann C. Sidberry. Julia M. Johnson, Joyce D.
Joyner, and Lessie Walters are the
institutional management majors
slated to receive degrees. James
Brannon and Mitchell Kimbrow
constitute the agricultural economics graduates. Agricultural engi-

neering candidates are James Hollowell and Arizona Hartfield.
Chemistry candidates include Ira
Joyner, Bobby M c M a s t e r s ,
James Madison, and Willis Williams. Jo-Ann Elliott, Patricia
Moore and Helen Peagler are in
nursery and kindergarten education.
In addition are Robert L. Powell,
agronomy; Willie Shipman, agricultural economics, James D. Allen, dairy manufacturing, and Wilda D. Wade, foods and nutrition.
Candidates from the School of
Education and General Studies include Diane Banner, Jonathan
Byers, Evelyn Henderson, Patricia
Lanier, and Da-Renne Pazant, EngUsh; EUzabeth Baxter, Walter C.
Browner, Patricia M. Campbell,
(CONTINUED ON PAGE 15

Sk-

Students study driver education and highway safety in the modern Driver Simulator, a classroom laboratory for driver education provided on loan by
the Allstate Insurance Company and The Link Divi-

sion. The faciUty contains an electronic computer
which records responses, corrections, and errors
made by student drivers.

DR. L. C. DOWDY

Dr. L. C. Dowdy
To Be Honored
As ISU Alumnus
Dr. Lewis C. Dowdy, president,
wiU not only be handing out honors
in June, but he will be recipient
of a high honor himself. Indiana
State University wiU bestow upon
him the Distinguished Alumnus
Award at its June 3 Commencement exercise.
The award is given to alumni of
the university in recognition of
"outstanding professional achievement and significant contributions
benefiting community, state and
nation, made by alumni, thus reflecting honor on Indiana State
University."
Dr. Dowdy received his masters
degree from Indiana State University in 1949. He came to A&T College in 1951 and has been president
since 1964.

Dean Caps 66 Nursing Students
As 5 Awards Are Handed Out
By NANCY WADDELL
Last Sunday marked the annual
Capping Exercises of the School of
Nursing. Thirty - six sophomore
majors were capped by Mrs. Naomi Wynn, dean of the school.
The candidates marched in to the
tune of Mendelssohn's "Fanfare"
carrying their symbolic candle
holders and candles. The senior
nursing students presided over the
program.
Highlight of the program was the
presentation of awards to those
sophomores who had exceUed in
the field of nursing. The Dr. C. C.
Stewart
Memorial
Scholarship
Award was presented by Dr Flotilla Watkins, president of the
Greensboro Medical Society, to
Constance CaldweU. The Moses H.
Cone Women's Auxiliary Award,
presented by Mrs. A. C. Woodruff, Jr., projects' chairman, went
to Eula Foust. The Medical-Surgical Award was presented by Dr.
Benjamin Vatz, vice-president of
the Greensboro Academy of Medicine, to Magnolia L. Lily. Frostenia

Mays was the recipient of two
awards. She was presented the
Auxiliary Award of L. Richardson
Hospital by Mrs. Eula Whitley, secretary, and the Teloca Graduates'
Award by Mrs. G. S. Gilmore, instructor of Pediatric Nursing.
Presentation of the speaker was
Miss Luther Johnson, president of
Teloca. Miss Marguerite Thompson, senior nursing major deUvered the address. Miss Thompson
stated that, "American society is
defined as an American society of
professionals. Among the professional groups you wiU find the
growing nursing profession."
Miss Thompson cited characteristics of a good nurse as "sincerity,
sympathy, tolerance, composure,
the development of the abiUty to
speak, to listen, to development of
self awareness, and humiUty."
The speaker concluded her message by exhorting the nurses to be
the best. At the point, she cited
a poem entitled "Being the Best"
by Douglas MaUoch.
FoUowing the address, members
to be capped were introduced.

These coeds are the newly-elected queens for several units in the Army
ROTC. They wiU serve as sponsors to the respective groups during the
next academic year. In the group from left to right are Barbara Eggleston and Cynthia Womack, MartinsvUle, Va.; Vera Dixon, Peachland;
Katie SeUers, McCleansviUe; Patricia Mobley, Greensboro; Leola Sloss',
Winnsboro, S. C ; Brona Cheek, Ramseur; Carrie Orr, Savannah, Ga.;
and Elois Johnson, Enfield.
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FOR NEXT SCHOOL YEAR

R E G I S T E R Gets New Editor - in - Chief
Outgoing members of The Register staff unanimously elected Stanley W. Johnson as Editor-in-Chief
of the weekly newspaper for the
school year 1967-68. Stanley is a
junior EngUsh major from Graham
and has been an active member of
the staff since his freshman year.
He is a graduate of Central High
of Alamance and was one of the
first male students to participate in
the Bennett C o l l e g e Saturday
School Program in 1964.
Having begun as a reporter,
Stanley rose to lay-out editor in
his sophomore year and now serves
as managing editor of The Regis-

ter. He received t h e Scholastic
Press Association Cub Award for
journalism in his freshman year,
and the NSPA Journeyman Award
in his sophomore and junior years.
The Irving-Swain Press Award for
the greatest contribution to the success of The Register has b e e n
awarded to him for three consecutive years.
Besides his activities with The
Register, Stanley holds the state
office of third-vice president of
Student NEA. He is treasurer for
the Junior AffiUate of the National
Council for Teachers of EngUsh,
and holds membership in the Cam-

pus Y.M.C.A.; The CoUege Sunday
School, and the James B. Dudley
Chapter of Student NEA.
It wiU be the new editor's duty
to work along with his staff so as
to keep the students, faculty, and
staff of the CoUege weU informed
on the news and significant view,s
that affect A&T CoUege in the
most effective way possible.
The new editor, who periodicaUy
manages to snatch a spot on the
honor roU, enjoys painting and
watching professional and coUegiate footbaU as his favorite pasttimes.

STANLEY JOHNSON

Staff Elections
Fill Positions
For Next Fall
Members of The Register staff
recently elected officers for the
1967-68 school term. These officers
wUl make up the editorial board of
the pubUcation. Stanley Johnson,
this year's managing editor, was
elected editor-in-chief; Jesse Lanier
will maintain his position as business manager.
Juanita Bush wUl succeed Diane
Banner as n e w s editor; Ida V.
Sellers is the newly-elected feature
editor; Gracie Mebane will maintain h e r postiion as exchange
editor; Kermit Sommervflle and
Dennis Fairley wiU occupy their
present positions as cartoonist and
lUustrator, respectively.
Other officers include Willie Mae
Leach, f a s h i o n editor; Doris
Curtis, chairman of the t y p i n g
staff; and Ronald Boyd, photegra
pher.
Mrs. L. M. Marrow was re-elected faculty adviser by the group.

Eula Battle, 1966-67 editor of The Register, now
with the IFYE Program in Asker, Norway, makes

a successful downward-sweejtejust for the phato- 3*
grapher.
;A

Editor Relates Experience As Exchange Student
Eula M. Battle, editor-on-leave of
The Register, is now in Norway as
a participant in the Infernational
Farm Youth Exchange Program
(IFYE). IFYE is a project through
which selected farm youth are exchanged between the United States
and cooperating countries for a
period of four to six months to observe and experience family and
community Ufe.
The program is finanjed in the
United States through the private
resources developed by the National 4-H Sponsors Council and th:
local support 4-H members, businesses and other organizations.
E u l a arrived in Norway on
April 9 of this year.

The foUowing are excerpts of letters from Eula:
April 15. Her host father and
his th ee eldest sons (ages 13, 10,
7) took Eula skiing. "It was my
first time; I stayed on the ground
— backside first — more than I
did on my feet. Once or twice, J
managed a successful downward
sweep; but the speed at which I
was traveling and the height of
some of those slopes — not to
mention the mountains — werj awfully frightening."
"I wiU live with approximately
nine K jrwegian families. The first
two host fathers are teachers. No'.
aU of tho famiUes that I shall V..e
with have been definitely decided

upon.
"I leave my last host famUy on
October 28, and I wiU have one
week of free time before returning
to the United States. Upon my return, a chartered bus wiU meet the
IFYE delegation at the Kennedy
International Airport.
'There are twenty-five of us in
the spring delegation, and we will
spend a week at the N?Lional 4-H
Center before returning home.
"I am having a wonderful time
as far as my inquiring mind goes."
May 6. "I'm stiU aUve even after
the ski trip to the mountains. It
v;c? a woD'??r?ui experience in acrobatics. I had to maintain a certain
balance in order to stay on my

feet."
How was the big celebration?
What did the anniversary edition f
THE REGISTER look like? Here's
hoping it was fantabulous."
Eula expects to return to A&T to
do her student teaching in EngUsh
upon her return to the States. In
addition, she is committed to accept
engagements which wiU require
her to show pictures and discuss
her experiences as an exchange
student.
Like preceding editors, Eula has
been named recipient of the National Scholastic Press Association
Star award for 1967.
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Coed Wins Award
For Right Match
Of Silver Pieces
By LARRY WRENN
iNancy WaddelPs superb taste
has netted her a fine collection ol
china, crystal, and silver. Miss
Waddell, an A&T junior in the
school of nursing, was a recipient
of a Retd ^r.d Barton 1967 Scholarship Competition award. The fifty
dollar merchandise p r i z e was
given on the basis of ability to
c h o o s e from "various patterns
what is most likely to go together."
As M i s s WaddelPs selections
agreed with the "expert-picked
criteria" she received Reed and
Barton's "English Provincial" sterling silver, R o y a l
DoultorPs
"Sovereign" china, a n d Tiffin'.
"Elyse" crystal.
Miss Waddell acquired an entry
blank from a representative on
campus, Naomi Long. From 31.PCC
entries, only 110 were chosei: for
awards.
Miss Waddell, a dedicated nursing student from Staten Island,
New York, plans to postpone mar
riage for three or four years* after
she graduates. Meanwhile she ha.a very busy schedule as she is oi
the newspaper staff, a member ol
the Newman Club, President of
the New Dormitory, and a member of Teloca (tender, loving care)
She spends four hours a week on
the floor of L. Richardson Hospital.
She plans a career in nursinj because of its "self-satisfaction" and
its art in "assisting to h e l p a
patient get well."

Student Writer
Presents Parody
di Ann Flanders
By LARRY WRENN
Moll Ann Flanders had been successfully giving advice to her hus
band for over ten years. Since her
divorce eight years ago she has unsuccessfully attempted publication
of an advice column. After donating almost a million dollars to
The Register, she was temporarily
employed to write an advice column. This is the first and possibly
the last installment.
Dear Miss Flanders,
Yesterday morning I was sick
and I went to the infirmary. There
I was told that the doctor would
not be in until the middle of the
afternoon. I was without medical
comfort for five hours until the
(CONTINUED ON PAGE 15)
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Emphasizing The Total Look
By WILLIE MAE LEACH
In the past, much has been said
about fashion with regard to styles
in dress, shoes, hats, gloves, earrings, etc.; but little has been said
about styles for the hair.
Today, emphasis is being placed
on the total look. If you dress mod,
then you have to wear a mod Hairdo. With the current spotlight on
the mini skirt, it is no wonder that
Gene Shacove, Hollywood's Favorite stylist, would pull out of his
bag of tricks the "mini-cut." An
article in the May issue of Hairdo
titled "The Mini Moods of Gene
Shacove" states that the short
beautifully shaped haircut is his
signature. For him, the little headlining hairdo has never been in or
out. It's simply the ultimate way
to look chic in any season, any
clime, any year, and at any time
of day or night.
He believes that a short cut has
as many possibilities for variations
as do the longer cuts. In his styles,
Shacove cuts the hair very short
and then he styles it by the brush
and finger method. In a profile
view of the cut, Shacove points
out the subleties of the cut-back
gently tapered to a soft, close
nape; sides trimmed l i k e flat
blunt little leaves rather than last

year's spikes; front long enough to
crowd the face and frame the eyesall producing an elongated headUne.
A second style demonstrates its
purest line-smartly head hugging
and headlines its little boy insouciance, its i n n o c e n t understatement. These t w o cuts are
shown below.
On the other hand, if you're one
of those types who could care less
for the mini skirt and mini do
there is an alternative for you
There is now a great revival in
process known as the great "curl
revival." Opy do's and starkly
geometric cuts are passe. The
best-of-season look is the curly
one-feminine and flirty, brief and
boyish, or how you will, just as
long as there are curls flopping
somewhere in your coif. The curls
are of several types.
Other types include the bouncy
barrels, finger fluffs, corkscrews
(resembling Shirley Temple Curls),
the saucy ribbons, the topsy curves
(a touseled mop of curls designed
for tossing flirtatiously), the party
snappers, and finally the Recamier

iife

Ringlets. The last type features
ringlets that dangle f r o m the
crown down the side of the head
and down to the eyes.
There you have it in hair-do's
for May. A couple of articles back,
I wrote, about the fact that now
gloves (designs) have to match
your outfit. Now, hairdos have
moved into the circle. Now when
we speak of the total look-we mean
just that.

Fashion Advice
On How To Wear
Your Eye Brows
They've become just about the
biggest thing since eyes. They can
change your whole expression, your
real soul look. Take a look at your
brows, a good one, and be sure
they aren't distorted. Some of the
don'ts about brows were listed ii
last month's Glamour Magazine.
Some girls pluck their eyebrows
too thin making them look as long
ago and far away as a 1930 movie
queen. Don't go in for drastic
shapes, they only destroy the personality that your own particular
eyebrow shape gives to your face.
Plain, unmade-up, unbrushed, uncared-for eyebrows give such a
bare-cupboard look, almost puritanical. And no girl needs th;t.
What she does need is a full box of
eyebrow tools and cosmetics for
grooming her b r o w s . Another
point: Don't just go over the brow
hair with your brush or pencil, but
lift the hairs one or two at a time
and make the tiniest featherings on
the skin beneath.
Eyebrows made up too heavily
bring the forehead forward and
make it hang over the eyes like £
near-Neanderthal man's. Many wo
men paint their brows even he
vier and darker than needed.
Probably the biggest mistake thai
the majority of women make is tc
think their brows need darkening.
Actually, most need lightening ;
few shades down.
If you don't have Lauren BaCall s
Lamous natural arch, you're better
off with your own kind than the
obviously faked kind. Don't pencil
or brush on or arch so blatantly
that the only person who doesn't
know is you. Except in extreme
cases, your eyebrows need very
little reshaping. A little natural
look correction, yes, but no more.

FASHIONS
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Miss Margaret Tynes, noted opera singer, a 1941 graduate of A&T College, and Greensboro native, now a resident of Milano, Italy, highlighted the Diamond Anniversary observation at A&T College with a recital on Friday evening, April 28. The observance began on Monday, April
24, and concluded with a convocation on Saturday afternoon, April 29.

Jerry Butler, guest of the senior class this year, is
pictured here as he signs autographs after a "soul"
concert. Also pictured is a coed who became

./-.,•

Patricia Mobley, newly - elected
Miss A&T, is an engineering mathematics major and a native of
Greensboro. Patricia is presently
president of the Mathematics Club
and treasurer of Alpha Phi Chapter of Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority.
She holds membership in the offcampus club and has the honor of
being Miss Company D of the Army
ROTC.
Reverend Arthur Rankin, the oldest living alumnus, a member of
the class of 1901, returned "home"
to join in the annual homecoming
celebration on October 29.

emotionally overwrought as Jerry Butler sang one
of his most famous selections, "For Your Precious
Love."

Dr. John Marshall Stevenson, professor of English and director of
the Richard B. Harrison Players,
reached the finals in his bid for
a seat on the Greensboro City
Council. Dr. Stevenson is also the
pubUsher and editor of the CAROLINA PACEMAKER, a weekly
newspaper, born this year.
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Set The Pace For An Active Year

Marsh CampbeU, a poUtical science
major from Kings Mountain, was
recently elected president of the
Student Government Association
for the 1967-68 school term.

Diane Banner, Lenoir, a senior
in English and news editor of The
Register, has been awarded a fellowship for one year of study under the Post-Baccalaureate Fellowship Program, Haverford, Pa. The
feUowships are given to graduates
with high abihty and who show
promise for and plan to continue
education through the Ph.D. degree. Miss Banner, an honor student, is the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Banner of Lenoir.
She is a student counselor and
holds membership in Lambda Iota
Tau Honor Society, Alpha Kappa
Mu National Honor Society, and
Student NEA.

Mrs. Ruth M. Gore, director of
Counseling and Testing, was recently named to a three-year term
as a member of the Executive
Council of the Southern CoUege
Personnel Association at its annual convention at New Orleans,
La. Mrs. Gore, who joined the
A&T faculty in 1956, was named
to her present position in 1963.

This was also a great year for a
new campus group known as the
"Grand Dragons" to emerge into
the mainstream of student Ufe. The
Dragons, whose symbol was the

questionable creature above, evoked quite a bit of curiosity as to
their initial purpose which never
was made public.

_\i

Bert C. Piggott, Jr., eight - y e a r old son of Mr. and Mrs. Bert C.
Piggott, Sr., was the youngest
"pacesetter" who participated actively in the Diamond Anniversary
activities held at t h e coUege.
He was one of 192 p e r s o n s
each of whom contributed $100.00
or more to the A&T Foundation or
to the Annual Alumni Giving Campaign.

Dr. Juanita O. D. Tate, professor
of ceremonies, was the featured
speaker at the annual Mother's
Day Convention held in Moore
Gymnasium on May 14.
Dr. Tate, who is also the sister
in-law of the late President F. D
Bluford, joined the A&T staff in
1957. She is devoted to her "children" as she calls her students.
Her students, in turn, refer to her
as "Ma Tate."

The CoUege will give 20 full expense, commuter scholarships this
fall to freshman students in
Greensboro, Guilford, and adjacent
counties, who wish to remain at
home and commute to classes.
The scholarships, named in honor
of the late Paul Jewell, former
professor of engineering at the college, are being supported by the
A&T CoUege Foundation.
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MEMORIAL UNION ADDS ANOTHE
(5) One feature of the building is
this Memorial Room which is fuUy
carpeted and paneled.

On Saturday, May 13, the A&T
CoUege Memorial Student Union
was officially opened. The photographs on this page and opposite
were taken by REGISTER photographer Terry C. Bailey and reveal some of its many facilities.
Not pictured are such areas as
the guest rooms, conference rooms,
offices, quiet games room, book
store, barber shop, beauty salon,
and private dining room.

(6) Students spend many leisure
hours in this Snackbar which features stereo sounds and a variety of
foods.

(1) Students gather for official
ribbon cutting ceremony in front
of the Union.

(8) Here, the president lets go
with the first baU to officiaUy put
the bowUng faciUties in use.

(2) BiUiards are enjoyed as a
form of recreation for many Aggies. The Union is equipped with
five modern tables.

(9) Probably the most talked
about room in the Union is the
Meditation Room. The room is a
royal blue with blue carpeting and
velvet red cushioned seats.

\ (3) This high-ceiUng baUroom
serves as a lounge when it is not
being used for other types of assembUes.
(4) Dr. Lewis C. Dowdy, president of the coUege, enters the
Union directly foUowing the ribbon
cutting ceremony.

(7) Probably one of the most
used facilities in the Union, as far
as recreation is concerned, is the
BowUng Lanes.

(10) Women day students find
this room at their convenience
whUe a duplicate one serves the
men day students.
(11) The Music Listening Room
provides the best in stereo sounds
and color television.
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Sanders Stars
In Intramurals
By P. E. Dept.

Sports Round-Up
By EARNEST FULTON

By THOMAS A. ALLEN
• •'•»»

As the school year comes to a
close let's reminisce a little, and
recall the "pleasant" notes of the
1966-67 varsity athletic teams.
When the school year opened,
we were faced with a question:
"How will the football team do
after suffering through the first
losing season in Aggie history?
That question was quickly answered in the first game, when the
Tigers of Tennessee State came to
town with this aU-American quarterback, Eddsidge Dickey. From
the opening kickoff it was clear
who was in command, that day —
Dickey and his comrades. And the
Aggies were back where they ended the previous season, losing. And
that was the way the season was —
defeat after defeat. In all, the
fellows lost six of nine games. The
three won were against the "weake r " footbaU teams in the conference: Johnson C. Smith, Norfolk
State and Winston-Salem State.
The "darkest" spot in a totally
dismal season was the game with
Florida A&M in TaUahassee. »It
was the usual "blood-day" for the
Aggies. That is, most of the players were victims of iUegal blocks;
c o n t a c t after the whistle had
sounded, stopping the play; and
"blind" officials who were obviously fans of Florida A&M.
The foUowing week, as a result
of losing so many regular players,
A&T lost for the first time in recent history to Virginia State';
and the Aggies finished the season
near the bottom of the second division.
At the end of the season a few
bright spots were apparent. The
brightest spot was Elvin Bethea,
junior tackle from Trenton, New
Jersey. He was named to the AllCIAA First Offensive Team at the
tackle position and the Pittsburgh
Courier All-American First Team,
also at tackle. And, to cap it all
he was named to the NAIA AllAmerican First Team as a linebacker. In addition, he was voted
the outstanding player in the Carolina Classic on Thanksgiving Day
Also, Clyde Petteway, senior
tackle from Tarboro, was drafted
by the Atlanta Falcons of the National Football League.
And Mike Johnson, junior flanker and scatback from Richmond
Virginia, made a reputation for
himself as one of the toughest little
men in football. The 5 foot 11 inch
165 pound streak of lightning ranked as one of the top pass-receivers
and recoverers in the CIAA. He had
his best day against Winston-Salem
when he scored four touchdowns
The season produced some outstanding freshman football players. The freshman line was the
most outstanding. Warren Frye, a
tackle from Washington, D. C .
early in the season demonstrated
to everybody that he came to play.
And he plays the game the way it
should be played, "rough."
The outstanding freshman backs

were Merle Code and WiUie Tucker. Tucker specialized in defense,
and Code split his time between
quarterback and defensive safetyman.
The basketbaU team finished the
"regular season" with a Dickerson
Rating that placed it fourth. The
regular season ended with Teddy
CampbeU's being named to the
All-Conference First Team a n d
William Gilmer and Soapy Adams
being named to the second team.
George Mack, the best aU-round
player in the Conference blossom d
into the best "sixth" man this side
of the pro ranks. Carl Hubbard,
the ball-bowling quarterback of the
team, proved his worth time and
t i m e again by making crucial
plays at the important times. And
Daryl Cherry was able to spark
the team by scoring points in
quick spots, when they were needed most.
Nobody is going to forget Friday,
March 3, 1967. That is the night the
Aggies waUoped the NCAA College
Division Champions, Winston-Salem State, in the second round of
the CIAA Tournament. That was
the only defeat that Winston-Salem
suffered. The Aggies went on to
win the Tournament Championship
by whipping Howard in the finals.
Teddy Campbell was selected as
the Tournament's most valuable
player. He and Soapy Adams were

William Gilmer, (40), 6-5*4 forward
with the A&T College Aggies goes
high on the boards to capture a rebound in the A&T-Catawba game
of the annual Gate City Classic
Basketball Tournament played in
Greensboro. Also in the action is
Catawba's Dave Snyder, (51), a
6-8 center. The Aggies won the
game, 74-64, the first round in the
tourney but lost a squeaker in the
finals to Guilford CoUege 85-84.

On Saturday, May 20, 1967 many
students witnessed the first Intramural Track Meet to be held this
year. The meet featured all track
events and marveled those spectators who watched their fellow students participate.
The Physical Education Department sponsored the event and gave
trophies to those who won their
events. The P . E. Department has
hopes that this big event will be
widened to include girl competition
next year and that this event may
become a big annual event in Aggieland.
The meet saw many former high
school stars display their abilities.
Several of the young men had lettered and won trophies while in
high school. The majority had participated in both district and state
meets and scored very high in
their events.
For non-collegiate track stars,
the times were very good, and with
a little practice, Coach Murray
Neely could use several of the
participants on the varsity.
The meet did not see any Bob
Hayes or Henry Carr, but it saw
some amatuers that really performed. Thomas Sanders w a s
probably the most versatile of the
day as he won the 100-yard dash
with a 10-6, came in second in the
high jump with a 5' 7", and threw
the discus 99'1 for a third place.
Winners in the meet were Joseph
Daniels, high jump (6' 1"), Kenneth Long, shot put (43 ft.), Harrison, discus throw (101'.10") Talley,
440 yd. run (58.5), Thomas Sanders,
100yd. dash (10.6), Johnson 880 yds.
run (2:46), Hims, Talley, Vines,
Webster, 440 Relay (44 seconds),
Flemming, Amos, Mont, and Anderson, 880 yd. Relay (2.415).

n a m e d to the AU-Tournament
Team. Also, Teddy and George
Mack were drafted by the PhUadelphia 76'ers of the National Basketball Association.
The basebaU team finished the
season with a mediocre record.
This year had been a rebuUding
one for Coach Melvin Groomes, so
he had to go with quite a few
"rookies." One of them who made
his presence felt was Mike Bushrod, center fielder from FayetteviUe.
Lloyd Lightfoot, team captain,
plans to play in a new Collegiate
Baseball League this summer. The
league wiU be composed of some
of the finest collegiate players in
the country. Lightfoot is one of the
best basebaU players that have
ever worn A&T colors. Along with
being the team leader, he played
the all-important shortstop position
James Jones, John Quick, Carl
Hubbard, Henry Fleming, Royal
Mack, and HUlie Haygood were
some of the other veterans who
played a key role in the team's
strategy.
The track team constantly ran
into trouble. At the start of the
season the team had four members who were champions the previous year. That's when disaster
struck.
Elvin Bethea, CIAA champion in
the shot put and discus was unable
to shake the injury bug. Bob Beamon, star in the triple and long
jumps, "jumped ship" and went to
Texas Western. Roy "Spaceman"
Thompson and Sam Marsh were
also unable to shake off the injury
bug.
Warren Frye, Mike Hart, and
Steve Dixon were the only performers who were able to perform
without any physical defects.
The Rifle Team won the CIAA
Championship for the first time in
history, taking the honor at the
conference meet held in Washington, D. C. Odis Rousseau was the
captain and high scorer for the
team. Other top shooters were
Kenneth Davis, WiUie Douglas
Kenneth C o x , WiUie Boulware'
Philip Weeks and David Shelley '
The swimming team was like the
football team. In other words they
were losers. The team was able to
win only one match. That can be
expected when the college team
' I l t 0 r e e e i v e adequate support
The tennis team made encouraging steps forward. All ot the members, with the exception of Edward
Anderson and Haven Cockerham
were freshmen. They made it to
the C I A A championship before
"washing-out". That was an excellent performance for such a young
team.
It would be safe to predict a
much better year for all Aggie
teams next year. AU of the un- Thomas Sanders, a freshman from
fortunate things that happened this New York, crosses the finish line
to win the 100-yard dash in 10.6
year will not happen next year (But seconds in the recent intramural
watch for new things to happen). track competition.

Members of the A&T CoUege basketbaU team, which won the
CIAA BasketbaU Tournament championship, accept the trophy.
Making the presentation at right is Dr. S. E. Barnes, president of

the CIAA. At center are Cal Irvin, Aggie head basketball coach,
and George Mack, team captain.

Results From Track Meet
Long Run
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Sanders, Thomas
Webster, J.
Spencer, E.
Dula, L.
Amos, K.

440 Yd. Run
1.
2.
3.
4.

TaUey
Murphy
Vines
Boykin

100 Yd. Dash
1. Sanders, Thomas
2. Thompson, Robert
3. Bougham
880 Yd. Run
1. Johnson

2. Nobly
3. McSwain
4. Parker

2:48
2:49
2:50

3. Forney
4. Thompson, Robert
5. Lamberth

35.8 %
34.8 %
33V2

231
221
281
191 880 Yd. Relay
440 Relay
191 1. Flemming, Amos, Mont, and
1. Hims, TaUey, Vines,
Anderson
2:41.5
Webster
44
2. Barnes, Young, N. Kouge,
2. Barnes, Young, Watkins,
Hudson
2:53.5
Hands
45
58.5
3. Spencer, Hudson, Clarke,
59.9
Parker
48
61.1 High Jump
4.
Hardin,
Dula,
Thompson,
62.0
Boylany
49
1. Daniels, Joseph
6' 1"
2. Sanders, Thomas
5' 7"
3. Murphy
5' 3"
4. White
5' 2" Discus Throw
10.6
1. Harrison
101MO"
10.9
10.9
2. Covington
101'.6"
Shot Put
3. Sanders
99'
92'.4"
1. Long, Ken
43 4. Hang
2. Covington, Thomas
2:46
39.5
5. Thomson
86'.6V2"

Bowling
Tournament
Pins Over Qualifying Average
(winners)
Male
Female

Thomas Brewer 40
Inza Taylor 22

High Set (winners)
Male
192-177-202
Thomas Brewer
Total 571
Female
153-152-17?
Helen PoweU
Total 484
High Scratch Game (winners)
Male
Thomas Brewer 202
Female
Audrey Sutton 189
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Mother's Day Arnie Bass Receives Scholarship To AFIT
Comes But
Lt. Arnie Bass, a fall semester data processing.
wUl receive a promotion to first
This A&T graduate wUl be able Ueutenant and commensurate pay
graduate, having completed the Air
Reserve Officers' Training to complete his education through raise and benefits. He wiU then asOnce A Year Force
Corps here, has been recently ac- the master's degree as a commis- sume active duty in the Air Force
cepted as a scholarship student sioned officer in the U. S. Air
with a six-month extension for each
Every year comes that glorious
day, commemorating the one woman in everyone's Ufe. That day is
Mother's Day, and on the campus
of the Agricultural and Technical
CoUege of North Carolina it is a
very special day with activities
scheduled to fill every moment of
the day. On this day, the parents
of our student body come from all
points. This is their day, their day
to see their sons and daughters
at home away from home.
Sunday, May 14, 1967 was such a
day, and the Aggies were ready. In
fuU regalia, the ROTC exhibited
its precision in driU with many
intricate steps. Comments on
both marching and rifle drills
ranged from "fine performance"
to "an enchantig study in motion."
The main event came with the
special Mother's Day services held
in Moore Gym. with Dr. Juanita
Tate as speaker. Dr. Tate, professor of economics, brought home
many points — ranging from comical to serious. Several of her statements were directed in praise of
"inteUectual" work on the part of
several students who had printed
investigative articles in the REGISTER.
The highlights of the service was
the presentation of Mrs. Dorothv
Boney from Rocky Mount who was
named "Mother of the Year." Mrs.
Boney, who was nominated by her
daughter Catherine, a junior EngUsh major here, thus represented
the mothers of all Aggie students.
Nannie Kearney, Miss A&T introduced Mrs. Boney; and Mrs. L.
C. Dowdy, wife of President Dowdy, presented to Mrs. Boney a
token on behalf of the A&T Family
and an inscribed meda.lion as a
permanent reminder of Mother's
Day 1967.
Dr. Tate was introduced by Rey
C. White, president of the Student
Government.

bv the Air Force Institute of Technology (AFIT).
Former Cadet Colonel and Wing
Commander, Lt. Bass, an engineering mathematics major
from
Rougemont and now special assistant to Dr. L. C. Dowdy, will do
graduate study at the Georgia Institute of Technology under the AFIT
Program beginning this month. He
will be concentrating in electronic

Force. All educational expenses
wiU be defrayed by the Air Force.
He will receive his pay allotments
and all other benefits of active
duty officers. He will function as an
ordinary civilian student, wearing
his uniform only upon option. Coordinators will be placed on the
various campuses in the program
for any needed guidance or other
services. Upon his graduation he

If-you'reT 6-22-you can be a Young
Ambassador. Tell the people you meet
about America while traveling in the
friendliest way: via bicycle and train,
staying in Youth Hostels as unique as
a chateau, as simple as a university
dormitory. Travel in small co-ed
groups with a trained American Youth
Hostels leader as chaperon who'll
take you to famous and untouristy places.
You'll get a travel wardrobe from
Lady Wrangler's or Mr. Wrangler's
Young Ambassadors Collection and
you'H be supplied with a bike and
saddlebags.
Go to the store nearest you that
sells lady Wrangler or Mr. Wrangler
Sportswear. Look for the Young Ambassadors Collection and get your application form. Scholarship applications
clQ5eMay5, 1967.
Lady Wrangler Sportswear, 1407
Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10018.
Mr. Wrangler Mensw«ar, 350 Fifth
Avenue, New York, N.Y 10001.

Phi Beta Lambda
Elects Officers
For New Year
The members of the A&T Chapter of Phi Beta Lambda cUmaxed
the 1966-67 school term on Tuesday, May 9.
FoUowing a period of refreshments, officers for the 1967 - 68
school term were elected. They included John Harrington, president;
Jimmy Cochran, vice - president;
Carolyn Cook, secretary; Shirley
Joyce, treasurer: Larry Oar, parUamentarian; Jimmy Hill, reporter; and Edna Graves, chairman of
the program committee.
Plans for next year's progress
have been formulated. All business
administration and business education majors will become members of Phi Beta Lambda. This
process will serve as a stimulus
for more active participation from
aU members.
•

year's deferment, unless further
educational or other regulation deferments are approved.
A distinguished military and Department of Mathematics graduate, Bass has been employed this
semester here at the college as a
special research assistant to the
dean of academic affairs and the
president.
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Graduates Continued
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 4)
Wilfred N. Garrett, Charles Green,
Clairissa Hines, and Joseph Parker, physical education.
Social welfare candidates include
Vera Baten, Brenda Johnson, Valerie Johnson, Essie Simpson, and
Annie E. Smith. Sociology majors
include George Borrd, Morris
Davis, Janice Fisher, Ronald Fisher, Floyd Hector, Helen Jones,
Jacqueline Jeter, Tommye McGee,
Mary L. McLeod, Charles Middleton, Annie Mowring, John Payne,
Clyde Petteway, Bernard Shepard,
Vincent Spencer, and Brenda Whitsett.
Princess Boothe, Carolyn Bowden, George Brightharp, Linwood
Burney, Rosetta Curtain, Mary
Doggett, and Robert Parker are
the history majors.
Social studies candidates include
Lucian Carter, Billette Hamilton,
Reatha Morgan, Turner Rice,
Daniel Troxler, and Charles Waring. Economics candidates are Albert Donley, Joyce Gadson, John
Gundy, Dratin Hill, Rufus White,
Rosa Leach, and Roy White.
Music candidates are Raymond
English and Robert Holmes.
Edward Garner, and T. Lewis
Womack constitute the political science majors. Others include Thelma Robinson, economics; and
Sandra Spruill, French.
Candidates from the School of
Engineering include Johnnie T.
Bowman,
William
T.
Brown,
Charles Robson, and Fred T. Wood,
industrial arts. Business administration majors include
Alfred
Brakes, Prophet Cobbs, John
Craig, Willie Garrett, Levi Hamilton, Saunders Long, Otto Newkirk,
Randolph Sellers, Charlie Thompson, and Shedrick Williams.
Accounting candidates include
Curtis Dixon, Wendolyn Dixon,
John Hines, Nannie Kearney,
Joseph Mooney, and Jacob Musgrave.
Evander Gilmer, Bernard Johnson, Judson Jones, Robert Middleton, Claude Miller, and Joseph
Okeke constitute the architectural
engineering majors. Fine arts majors are John Hughley, Robert
Mitchell, and William Rice.
Engineering physics candidates
include Marcus Lewis, Arlene Maclin, Johnnie Richardson, and Fred
Taylor. Mathematics candidates
include Laura McMillan, Jesse
Newton, and Robert Scales.
Mechanical engineering candidates include Andrew Neal, James
Payne,
and
Alfred
Williams.
Yvonne Walden and FWn Street
secretarial science candidates.
Others include William Brown,
engineering mathematics: Clarence Davenport, electrl^"' engineering; William Meb?n°. phvsics;
Earlene Oates, business edncation;
James Payne, mechanical engineering.
The School of Nursing lists the
following candidates: Feleta Andrews, Betty Daniels, Adeline
Gracey, Greather Grantham, Ethel
W. Hall, Delcie Johnson, Luther
Johnson, Julia King, Mary Pitt,
Marguerite Thompson, and WilUe
Pearl Washington.
Candidates from the School of
Industries are Harvey Hayes, Edward MitcheU, Joseph Scott, Wil-

liam Torain, William Waller, and
Willie Woolfork.
This list does not include those
ctudents who completed requirements during the faU semester or
during the summer of 1966.

Ann Flanders
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 6)
doctor came to work. What can
be done about the problem of the
hours of the infirmary?
A SICK
GIRL.
Dear Sick,
Because of finances, a full time
doctor for non-emergency cases
ennnot be employed, so I suggest
that in the future you make it a
point to get sick only in the afternoons.
Dear Miss Flanders,
I have heard that students can
get insurance coverage through the
school next year. Do you think that
this is a good policy?
WANTS
YOUR OPINION
Dear Opinion,
I do not agree with life insurance.
I abhor the thought of friends receiving thousands of dollars upor
the advent of my death. Like Moms
Mably "I want it to be a sad dafor everybody." I found out, from
an insurance representative that
the policies for Aggies will cost
only about eight dollars a drand the insurance company pr."
mises that if a student should lose
an arm the company will help him
look for it.
Dear Miss Flanders,
A dangerous traffic
situation
exists at an intersection betweei
Scott Hall and Murphy Dining hal!
There are a lot of pedestrians going
to and from the dorms and heavy
traffic on the street which goes i
the dining hall and also on ttu
street which goes to the gym. What
can be done? ALMOST RUN OVER
Dear Almost,
The situation doesn't merit at
tention as it seems to be improving
on its own. No one, to my knowledge, has been run over in the last
few days. If the condition does become worse, though, we will have
to cut out either pedestrians or
traffic or both. Maybe we can get
an armed Army ROTC guard to
direct traffic. Pedestrians d o n t
care about motorists; and motorists don't care about pedestrians:
but everybody honors an arrrfed
man.
Dear Miss Flanders,
Where d o e s the crowd who
usually hangs around the soda sho;lawn go when it rains? CURIOUS
Dear Curious,
Inside.
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Grad School Drops D Grade;
F To Serve As Substitute
The Executive Committee of the
Faculty of A&T has approved the
Graduate Council's recommendation to eliminate the use of " D "
as a j^rade for graduate students.
The policy, which becomes effective at the beginning of the summer session, will not affect the
grading of undergraduates.
It is believed that the new policy
will eliminate some previous confusion about the " D " grade, which
did not contribute to a student's
program. In the past, when a graduate student earned a " D , " he
could not include the credits in
his degree program, end he was
compelled to repeat the course if
it was required in his program.

MAJOR L. CLARK
Major L. Clark, a native of SaUsbury, North CaroUna has received
official notification of his acceptance for employment in the No^t'i
CaroUna Summer Internship Pr;
gram. His work-study employment
will be with the Greensboro-Guilford County Civil Defense Agency.
Presently, Major L. Clark is a
junior political science major. His
campus affiUations include: vice
president, Beta Chapter of the
Sigma Rho Sigma Social Science
Honor Society; the Political Science
Club; treasurer, P a n
Hellenic
Council; representative to the State
Student Legislature; and the Alpha
Phi Alpha Fraternity, Inc.

Furthermore, t h e North Carolina
Department of Public Instruction
does not accept for certificate renewal any course in which a student earns a "D."
The new poUcy means that " F "
is the only grade indicating unacceptable performance by a graduate student.

Deadline Is Set
On Summer Test
Of Graduates
June 19 is the deadline for fUing
for the summer administration of
the final comprehensive examination, required of aU students admitted to candidacy in graduate
degree programs after September
1, 1967.
The comprehensive, to be taken
during the final term of residence,
is prepared and administered by
the department in which the student is majoring. Students majoring in secondary education are required to pass both a section prepared by the Department of Education and a section prepared by
the Department of Education and
a section prepared by the department offering a subject-matter concentration.
ACCOUNTING MAJORS
Graduates In Accounting!
Numerous openings in the following locations with Internal
Revenue Service:
. SAN FRANCISCO!
. MANHATTAN!
.BROOKLYN!
. LOS ANGELES!
Starting salaries range from
$6,387 to $8,218.00.
*Expenses paid to first work
location
*Opportunity to become tax
specialist — attend school
*United States Federal CivU
service positions
""Retirement plans, paid holidays, health and other benefits
For further information contact
Personnel Oficer, Internal Revenue Service, at any of the above
locations.
An Equal Opportunity Employer

EASTN CLEANERS
SPECIAL
MONDAY. TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY
$3.00 Worth of Drycleaning For $2.00

5 SHIRTS for $1.00
MONDAY AND TUESDAY
Regular Shirt Price .28 or 4 for $1.00
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Staffers Remain Faithful
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3)
the staff thanks you just the
same.) Cameron is with the Middlesex County Neighborhood Youth
Corps in New Brunswick, N. J.
Arthur Keyes (business manager
1956-67) is an assistant principal in
Virginia and a frequent visitor
here during footbaU season. His
greatest thrill t h i s year came
when he went to California to
watch his nephew, Leroy Keyes,
play for Purdue in the Rose Bowl.
Both Keyes and David L. Price,
also in Virginia, are avid Register
readers and regular subscribers.
Major Jack O. Lanier (business
manager, 1954-55) is chief of the
Activities Section of the Procurement Qualifications Branch, Army
Surgeon General's Physical Standards Division.
He offered his services for the
banquet as a "partial payment"
for the values he received as a
staffer. (Tis a pity we could not
accept the offer.)
Ernest Johnston, Jr., f o r m e r
feature editor of The Register and
now staffer for the Newark, New
Jersey, Star Ledger has made two
trips to Greensboro this year. On
the first trip, his lovely wife Clara
accompanied him. Having f u l l
knowledge of the needs of a publication, Johnston is eagerly looking
for someone who can assist The
Register financiaUy.
Rev. Gilbert H. Caldwell, Jr.
has visited his parents here in
Greensboro enroute to or from his
many conferences, but his chief
contribution this year as a former
staffer was his article and picture
of himself and Senator Edward
Brooke of Massachusetts.
Former layout editor, Gordon F.
Bollock who protests "You could
write me a Une or two, a card or
snmpin" is employed by the Na-

WISE PHOTO
6 POCKET SIZE BLACK AND
WHITE PRINTS FOR $2.00
Other Sizes at Your Request
ARRANGE SITTING AFTER
5:00 P.M.
CALL L. A. WISE
616 South Benbow Road
Phone MR-2-4023
GREENSBORO, N. C.

ston, and a host of lormer editors
most of whom were Usted as pacesetters ($100.00 contributors) participated in the 75th Anniversary
celebration. Speight was himself a
celebrity, having won an award.
Yes, aU of these former staffers
and more were here during 1966-67
in body or in spirit; and despite
the varying years of service, each
one extends his hand in friendship
to the other.

spoiling your fun?
USE

CENAC
Her

The REGISTER Staff acknowledges receipt of the foUowing
contributions from former staffers
and friends who wished to support
the annual Awards Banquet which,
for the first time in more than 15
years, was not held this year.
Irving-Swain Press
$25.00
Mr. and Mrs. Spurgeon
Cameron
20.00
Mr. and Mrs. W. O.
Simmons, Jr
10.00
Mr. and Mrs. F. H.
Mebane, II
10.00

for graduationthe marts gift,
sure to please..«

You have to
look for the
fe"W" because
it's silent.

Mr. Wrangler*
for wreal sportswear.
The famous silent " W " : you
don't pronounce it, but you
must look for It if you want
sportswear that looks wright,
fits wright, feels wright. Made
wright, too—many in no-iron
fabrics treated with the wremarkable Wranglok® permanent press f i n i s h . Mr.
W r a n g l e r s p o r t s w e a r Is
W e , on campus, in your size.

THALHIMER'S of Greensboro

ACfviE

for Him/for

tional Aeronautics and Space Administration.
He is busy writing reports such
as "Scaling Techniques for a Vehicle-Control Simulation of a Proposed Manned Orbiting Telescope"
— a far cry from laying out coUege
newspaper articles. Furthermore,
he mentions buying one piece of
equipment that wiU cost $85,000.
James Speight and his wife, the
former Eva Bess, (both former
staffers) along with Ernest John-

With Many Thanks

BRITISH.
STERLING
EXCLUSIVE TOILETRIES FOR MEN
m o r r u i m u IMPORTED FROM MEAT MITAIN,
COMPOUNDED IN U. «. A.

A proud gift, matching your pride
in the graduate, as he steps forward, a man.
The finer after shave. The luxurious cologne, preferred by the
world's successful and fashionable men.
Please him for sure with our
British Sterling, in unique flasks
of silvery metal over glass.
From $3.50 to $10.00

THE JEWEL BOX
of Greensboro
134 S. Elm Street
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Campus Organizations In The News
Radio Personnel Gain Insight At Nat'l Confab Economics Club
Each year the intercollegiate
Broadcasting System has a National Convention to afford the staffs
of member stations an opportunity
to meet together and broaden their
background, training, and horizons.
When delegates to the 28th National Convention (Eastern Half)
of the IntercoUegiate Broadcasting
System met recently on the University Heights campus of New York
University, Virginia Rogers, Samuel Tate, David Jones and Mrs.
Lois B. Kinney represented WANT,
our campus radio station.
Included among the many interesting and informative workshops
were those pertaining to (1) Careers in Radio, (2) Sale and Management, (3) Popular Music Programming, (4) Carrier Current
Transmitter, (5) News in Radio,
(6) Content and Public Affairs
Programming, (7) Record Promotions in CoUege Radio, (8) Classical
Music Programming and Record
Acquisition and (9) Studio and
Equipment Development.
Since most of the workshops
were conducted simultaneously, individual delegates from each of the
more than eighty coUege radio stations (two, predominantly Negro)

participated in different workshops
in order to completely cover and
record aU information which had
been made available by the Convention host, WNYU.
FoUowing the general group sessions individual delegations met
briefly for intra-group sessions to
share and discuss the nature and
scope of information previously received.
The IBM consultants repeatedly
stressed the idea of the need and
importance of complete cooperation from the coUege administrators, faculty and students if a
campus educational radio station
is to fulfill its intended purpose.
Departments of Psychology, Sociology, Business, and English, together with the Office of Public
Relations and the campus newspaper were singled out as areas
which could be of inestimable value
to the success of a coUege radio
station.
Of equal importance to the stimulation of growth in educational
radio, according to Jon Clark,
President, WPRB, Princeton, New
Jersey, and others, is the over whelming need for sales. Mr. Clark

Dance Group Makes Debut
In Lecture - Demonstration
By CHERYL SLOAN
The A&T CoUege Dance Group
presented its first program of the
school year before an equaUy mixed faculty - student audience. The
program, a lecture - demonstration, was given in Moore Gymnasium Thursday, May 11 at 8:00
P.M. The audience's seating was
restricted to the west side of the
gymnasium by the arrangement of
the dance group's backdrops.
Mrs. Eleanor Gwynn, dance
group instructor, was assisted by
Mrs. Zoe Barbee, instructor of
English, with the lecture and the
discussion accompaning the performance of the dance techniques
and the dance compositions. Following her statement of the ultimate aims of the group and an explanation of the order of the program, Mrs. Gwynn introduced her
ten - membered group. The group,
Linda Cockerham, Claryce Counts,
Marilyn Martin, Linda MiUer, Linda Rankin, Karen Scipio, Shirley
Smith, Carole T. Stevens, Ora
Strickland, and Inza Taylor, appeared in black tights and leotards
the first half of the program. The
portion consisted of the execution
of those techniques a dancer employs in becoming "able to better
use her instrument, the body."
Rhythmically, moved first to drum
beats and later to a piano composition, the group started with bodily
movements on the floor, then centered and spatial movements, and
ended with the nine basic locomo-

tive movements.
The second portion included three
dance compositions, entitled, "Compositions I, II, and III," aU danced
in gayly colored flowing skirts,
leotards and tights, and gently
moving dresses with long sleeves.
"Composition I" was a two - sectioned highly structured cannon
dance, performed to a modernized
version of Bach. Section I with
sustained extensions of the arms
and legs contrasted the sharp,
quick, smaU movements of the
hands, shoulders, and head. Section II permitted the dancers freedom to move according to their
individual timing. In an attempt
to dehumanize their bodies the
dancers wore gause over their
faces in the non - objective dance.
The last dance, "Composition
III," whose structure was divided
into three parts, had its theme
stated by the central figure portrayed by Carole T. Stevens. The
dance with its flowing movements
and graceful sweeps and turns
gave the audience the most deUght.
The audience generously applauded the dance group for its
display of genuine dance form and
excellent performance. Thunderous
applause was given to Carole T.
Stevens for her central figure role
as the audience responded approvingly to the minute preview of
the compositions of future presentations. The dancers responded
lovingly and gratefully to their
instructor as they presented her
with a bouquet of flowers.

emphasized the fact that the aver
age college station must depend
on local advertising as a source of
financial strength.
One of the highUghts of the convention was the banquet address
presented by R. Peter Straus, president, Straus Broadcasting Group.
Included in his remarks were the
following:
1. Heredity nor environment
wiU hamper the person who
reaUy wants to be successful.
2. Brain power and "guts" are
necessary today.
3. College radio shapes the future of the students.
4. Do not fear standing alone,
for history is never made by
the majority.
5. IntelUgent rebelUon is wholesome.
6. Lethargy and acquiescense
without discussion result in
stagnation.
7. A broadcaster in his role
as a leader must understand
and accept petty critics, for
they serve the same purpose
as does the flea for the dog;
annoying but necessary to
remind him that he is a dog.
Thirty six record companies,
equipment manufacturers and other
exhibitors were represented at the
IBS Convention, and WANT was
presented over forty L.P. Albums
and singles to add to its record library.

Makes Tour
Oi Firms

Twelve members of the Agricultural Economics Club went on their
annual "Spring Trip" on May 1719. Accompanying them were Mr.
B. G. Coley, adviser to the club,
and Mr. Irving Russell, assistant
professor in economics.
The purpose of the trip was to
enable members of the club to
visit firms and organizations engaged in activities pertaining to
agricultural economics. Representatives of these enterprises were
asked to show and explain to the
group the nature of their work.
Some of the places visited were
the United States Plywood Corporation, South Boston, Virginia; the
Economic Development Division,
United States Department of Agriculture, Washington; Office of Economics Opportunity, Washington,
and Office of the Foreign Agricultural Service, United States Department of Agriculture, Washington.
The students who went on this
tour are all majoring in Agricultural Economics. They were Roy
WUUams, junior from Warsaw,
president of the Club; Earl Taylor,
sophomore from Tarboro; WiUie
Shipman, senior from Bladenboro;
Samuel Tate, senior from Morganton; Lawrence Clarke, junior from
Scotland Neck; James Thorne, senior from Wilson; MitcheU Kimbow,
senior from Goochland, Virginia;
Leon Harris, senior from Craven;
Benjamin Arnold, sophomore from
Tarboro; Lincoln Blanding, junior
from Manning, S. C ; WUUam
Spencer, junior from Henderson;
and WilUam Stephens, junior from
Como.
The members of the club were
quite proud of their trip and expressed satisfaction about what
they learned.

Male Students
Form New Order
Of Big Brothers

James T. Isler, a sophomore from
Goldsboro, has received a summer
appointment, as a student participant in the geography enrichment
program of the Southern Colleges
Institute. The project is a part of
an enrichment program of the Association of American Geographists. It wiU take place at Clark
University, Worchester, Massachusetts from June 12th to July 14,
1967. Participating students are
granted stipends; including expenses, books, and weekly monetary remunerations.

The Big Brother Organization
held its organizational meeting
recently.
The purpose of the organization
was disclosed. Mr. Phillip D.
Boone, assistant dean of men,
stated that ". . . 90% of our students, especiaUy young men, are
good students. This organization
wiU discourage unbecoming activities that wiU mar our school's
image. It will be a steering organization, not a tattle-tale organization. The main idea of the group
wiU be to discourage Une - cutting
in the cafeteria, to improve the
conduct of the students at the
movies on campus, and to lead to
an honor system."
Officers elected were Gleenreus
Hart, president, and Henry Hipps,
vice president.
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OF COURSE YOU WOULD RATHER BE WITH A N U M B E R

1 CAMPUS ORGANIZATION.

AN ORGANIZATION WITH NO INITIATION, NO DUES, NO FUSS OR BOTHER.
AN ORGANIZATION WHERE YOU CAN WORK AS AN INDIVIDUAL AND GET CREDIT
FOR IT.
AN ORGANIZATION THAT HAS ONE OF THE GREATEST INFLUENCES ON CAMPUS
LIFE.

Join The R E G I S T E R Staff
POSITIONS

O P E N : MANAGING EDITOR, LAYOUT EDITOR, CIRCULATION MANAGER,
OFFICE MANAGER, COLUMNIST, REPORTERS, AND TYPISTS.
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My Interpretation Of Love And Loneliness
By RAYMOND E. COLE
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Remember

that there is no life without love
looks arduously and tries to find
To be loved is sincere, to love the
sunny side of life in hopes that
What is loneUness? Many a great is
beautiful, but to love and be the sun
will shine for him as it has
author has attempted to define loved is immaculate. Even though
loneliness as being a state or torn between two worlds — love shone for others.
Will the sun shine for him? Is
quality of solitude; standing apart and loneliness—somehow the loneBy PATRICIA LANIER
• from others of its kind; a longing ly finds strength to continue and there hope for the lonely searching
As another school year ends
for friends, or a feeling of unwant- continue his endless search with for the inevitable — love? When
will that which he seeks come' there wiU be another class to gradedness.
hopes that he again will love He
LoneUness has many diversified continues to look for the silver lin- Today? Tomorrow? Never? No uate after four long year. These
connotions and denotations for peo- ing because he believes that the one can really answer these per- graduates wiU wander down varip exing questions but the lonelyJ
ous roads into a world which wiU
ple of variegated lives, none of sun is still shining somewhere. He himself.
be up to them to build for themwhich are precise. I feel that the
selves.
immortality of loneliness can not
The world one builds may be full
be explicated. The desires of oneof happiness or sadness, success
self can not be relinquished through
or failure, beauty or ugUness, and
words or gestures. It is as if you
satisfaction or mortification The
looked out and saw nothing. There
is nothing. Tangible items become
„ m n d a t i S n u ° n w h i c h t h e graduate
intangible, while intangible items
will build his world is the progress
and preparation of his past four
become a part of this nothing. It is
years. These years, if successfully
as if you hear a sound, but can not
weU-deserved, should aUow the
relate it to its creator. This is
graduate to build on a strong and
what loneliness means to me. Just
long - lasting foundation. But if his
ask the lonely and he will tell you
past four years have been undea story too sad to believe.
servedly earned, the foundation
Then what is love? Other authoriwillJend to weaken, thus be rather
tative sources speak of love as a
short - lived.
strong liking for or interest in a
Each graduate has completed
person; a passionate affection for
one
phase m his life to his utmost
something or someone and finally
ability or desire. But, he is still
an emotion.
faced with the chaUenges coUege
Love, like loneUness, is diversiot
?S?& t 0 . h l m - N o w h e is faced
fied in meaning. Love can be heart
with
the challenges society and the
break and misery. But I feel that
of ers
7ovl?L
?
~ t o m a k e h i m strive
love is the art of living and the
t h e b e s t life n a s
°L
to give
giving of oneself. To love is to Uve
The graduate should take the
and to Uve is to love. He who has
famous "Aggie" slogan with him
loved and lost fools himself and
wherever he goes as he remembers
says that it was better to have
A&T: Aggie born, Aggie bred;
loved and lost than to have never
when I die I'll be an Aggie dead."
loved at all. This statement is said
in other words, once an Aggie
for self - reassurance only. It is
always an Aggie.
'
not true either. The need to love
and be loved is a built - in necessity of human makeup, essential
to health and fmfillment. That
necessity motivates a tremendous
amount of human striving and
seeking and expalins a great deal
about human behavior. Just "any
By PEGGY DAVIS
old love" will not do. Casual, superficial, fleeting love only agitates
Thoughts! Thousands and thousthe sense of need. Sticky, possesands of thoughts attack the mind
like bees do honey cones, and buzz
ive love smothers rather than fuland buzz and pester it, until the
fills. Immature, scatterbrained love
a
only torments. Self-serving love
, 1 ? , . f l l l e d v v i t h an uncontroUable affinity for the pen.
which uses people to satisfy its
Automation then aggressively
own need and desires ends up by
takes over and forces the hand to
destroying its victims. Physical
move across a page, as it spills
love for its own sake turns to reirom its pen the words which
vulsion and hatred. Indeed, it is
symbolize these manaces of the
true that "just an old love" will
mind.
not do. In order for this great need
and potential to be satisfied and
A reader reads such words and
sees the logic which they so powerfulfilled, love must be learned. One
fully project. Thus, these thoughts
must learn to know the nature oi
tW0A p ^d^nf,s w h o > t h o u g h n o t to t h e limeUght now, have left their marks are injected into another's mind
proper love and he must learn
at A & I College are Nannie Kearney, senior accountant major from and
impregnates it, until, Uke a
how to give it and how to take it. Warrenton and Roy C White, senior economics major from Elizabeth
mother full with child, it must give
We are born only with the instinct,
e
aut
! a n d cna
i W.oS, .
r m i n g Nannie Kearney has worn the crown
birth to fresh new thoughts of its
hunger, and the impulse to love. To
me, this seems to be one of life's of Miss A&T with more than the usual glamour, grace, and dignitv it own. These offsprings of one's
most perplexing facts to realize has demanded. Roy White, president of the Student Government "As- mind mature and become too ensociation, has proven himself a sure leader as he maintained tranquUity larged for the imprisoning waU of
and accept about love. But the
lonely seems to have a full visual on this campus m a time when CoUege and University Campuses across the human cranial cavity. They
the nation were in complete eruption. Because of their outstanding jobs, seek freedom by trying to exit
conception of the term "LOVE."
I wonder when life will realize Nannie and Roy are being featured in this magazine as truly outstanding though the only door of the mind
avaUable to them, which is exAggies.
pression.

Once An Aggie
Always An Aggie

The Route
Of Thoughts
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Printed at

IRVING
Consult Us for Your Next Job

Printers of Circulars ft Programs ft Invitations
Booklets ft Placards ft Minutes ft Newspapers
Ruled Forms ft Business Cards ft Letterheads
Envelopes ft Tickets ft Bill Heads ft Tags

Telephone TE 2 - 4 3 7 4
Raleigh, North Carolina
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